Abstract: During the course of a research data obtained may be fully observed or particularly observed. If the data obtained from a research is partially observed, then a common problem in experiment has occurred. This problem is known as the "missing observation". Missing observation infers that no data (value) is stored for the variable in the current observation. Missing data are recurring in all sorts of research irrespective of the field; science, medical, agricultural and social science and so on. Researchers are faced with the problem of partially observed data sets. There are several reasons why data may be missing. They may be missing due to failure to record, gross errors in recording, accident and death amongst others. Missing data are very sensitive issues and many analyses techniques cannot proceed with gaps in their data. These missing values must be estimated and replaced before the analysis can be completed.
Introduction
Data set with gaps in their values are referred to as partially observed data sets, while those without gaps are known as fully observed data [1] . There are many types of missing data and different reasons for the data being missing and both issues affect the analysis. Some examples are enumerated below: 1) In a postal questionnaire survey not all the selected individuals respond. 2) Some laboratory samples are lost in transit or technically unsatisfactory. 3) Some experimental units may be lost as a result of death or other causes. 4) In a randomized trial some patients are lost during follow up stages before the end of the study. 5) In a multi-centre study some centres do not measure a particular variable. 6) Occasionally, data are missing because some equipment failed. 7) In a study assessing quality of life some patients die during the follow up period [2] [3] .
The prime concern is always, whether the available data would be biased. The fact that an observation is missing is unrelated to both the unobserved value and the data that are available. This is called "missing completely at random [4] . Sometimes data are missing in a predictable way that does not depend on the missing values itself but which can be predicted from other data and this is called "missing at random" [5] .
It is worthy of note that the missing data probably depend on the unobserved values and this is known as "missing not at random" [4] [5] [6] . Therefore, the absence of these data may lead to biased results. Furthermore there are other types of missing data: 1) Missing by definition of the subpopulation 2) Non ignorable missing values 3) Deliberate removal of outlier i.e. outrageous value [7] Missing observations are handled in different ways. There are different approaches and software for working with missing observations. These approaches can be traditional or modern/alternative approach.
The traditional approach includes method like; 1) List wise deletion 2) Pair wise deletion 3) Mean substitution
While the modern/alternative approach includes methods like: 1) Constrained optimization 2) Single imputation 3) Multiple imputation Srivastava [8] postulated that any time the number of observation is not the same for all factors, level combination, such an experimental design is unbalanced thus an experiment or design with one or more missing observation is an unbalanced design or experiment. Sequel to the above, there are various reasons attributable to missing data/observations they include amongst others: 1) Faulty equipment 2) Error of transposition (data not correctly entered) 3) Due to carelessness (where record are not well kept hence data misses) 4) Uncontrollable weather condition 5) Relocation of person (s) with the access to a said data (traveling out) 6) Death before recording 7) Power failure on timing experiment This study is aimed to achieve the following: 1) To strengthen our understanding in the theoretical aspect of working with partially observed data sets in a randomized complete block experiment. 2) To bring the applications of formula for missing values to play on real life occurrence of missing data 
Method Optimization of the Mathematical Model
The most common method for estimating missing observations is the Yates formulas for missing values. Yates obtained this formula by optimizing the linear model for a design using the constrained optimization approach. The constrained optimization approach optimizes a function subject to some certain constraints [10] .
Procedural Steps for Constrained Optimization
Given a function f(x): It is optimized by the following procedure; 
Model of Randomized Complete Block Design
Given that observation X 11 is missing, the linear model is optimized and an estimate for X 11 is obtained thus:
Since X 11 is missing, which means treatment in block 1 is 
Solving equation (1) and (2) 
When a unit is missing from a dataset, it is simply estimated using the Yates formula (one star formula). Thus, the general formula;
   However, we mention here that its only when a unit is missing, we make use of the one star general equation.
Assuming R=Row = 2 nd row and C= column = 3 rd column.
   
Results
Data obtained to determine the effect of varieties of feed on water consumption in a poultry farm. In an attempt to use the Yates formula to estimate a value for X 11 a trial value was obtained for X 33 and X 64 respectively by taking a mean using the other members of theirs rows respective in both cases. 
Conclusion
It is helpful to note here that estimating missing values in randomized complete block design makes it possible to work with missing data probably due to death, misplacement and so on but it does not solve the problem in the actual sense because of the slightly different estimated values compared to the original data as it were. Consequently, statisticians try to ensure that the incidence of missing observation is minimized. Also in applied statistics, substitution of estimates for the missing data does not in any way recover the information (value) that is lost. As some experimenters may suggest, it merely attempt to reproduce the results obtained by an application of the least square method to the data that are present. The only perfect solution of the missing data problem is not to have them at all.
Recommendations
Having carried out the computation for the missing data manually, the following recommendations are made: 
